
 
 
Kelly Toppen- Buildings & Facilities 

 

Currently we have two individuals that report Service Building and all facilities for time and 

attendance.  

 

Secretary for Service Building enters payroll for individuals that work out of the service building: 

28 Individuals = Takes approximately 2 - 3 hours to enter.  Time is already configured at 80 

hours, we need to go in per date to report any absences, overtime, double-time.  So the time 

depends on those 3 factors. 

 

I am the 2nd individual that enters for the facilities staffing.  We have 37 separate facilities, with 

151 employees reporting .  Time configured in entering payroll depends on dates needing to be 

entered for absences, overtime, double-time and the processing of all paperwork for leave time, 

bereavement time and the accuracy of auditing the employee, supervisor submission to accuracy 

in our payroll system.  As an example, this past week I spent 6-8 hours on payroll.  We had 

several leave request forms, bereavement, as well as daily absenteeism.  I am also the COVID 

contact, so configuring any time utilized for those individuals for that time out as well.  Each of 

those have separate codes for being out.  We also had overtime, double-time that was possible 

on 3 dates with holidays & Sundays, 2 holiday dates, checking absences before and after holidays 

along with the reporting of all of these for 2 separate years 2020 and switching over to 2021.  I 

prepare my payroll reporting week by email the engineers and staff with a payroll reminder on 

Mondays.  I start my payroll on Tuesday afternoon, enter for all facilities/individuals that are 

reported.  Wednesday I process any new information received and Thursday mornings giving 

my engineers until noon to report.  I then run payroll reports, audit and also give all reporting to 

Directors to audit records, approve with signature.  I then do any payroll revisions for Friday 

morning call offs shift, Friday afternoon call off shift and also to remove any overtime entered 

for those absent dates.  I email payroll with all records, back up leave request/bereavement 

forms in alphabetical order for filing and will then send any late night Friday call off/leave early 

reporting as a revision the following Monday if any.  

 

Our payroll has an automatic 80 hours entered as all of our employees are full time.  We need to 

enter each day individually for each employee that is absent for all 23 codes (sick, vaca, jury, 

bereavement, family illness, Personal Business, FMLA, Paternity, COVID, COVID for family, 

etc.) or has worked any overtime or double-time.  Each are paid out at 1.5 or 2.0 overtime. 

Holiday triple.    This past payroll was just busy with all the different working parts along with 

much more overtime due to illness and ice power outages.  I would say a normal payroll takes 

me 5-6 hours, this week was much more.  It is truly hard to give you a true time spent, when 

each payroll reporting is different.  Next week I will keep track of all aspects of preparing, 

entering and spent on payroll to give you a more accurate time frame.  

 

Hope this helps! 

Kelly Toppen  

 



 
Lori Weldy - Food & Nutrition 
 
In Food & Nutrition we have 31 sites with 120 employees approximately. There are seven of us 
entering payroll. Myself being the main contact for all 31 managers. 6 managers enter time for 
thirteen of the schools.  They average from 1/2 hour to 2 hours of total time spent on payroll 
Fridays.  
 
Those managers along with the rest of the schools then scan and send to me the time that has 
to be entered for everyone else in the Department. I print off  the timesheets go through to make 
sure the time is added accurately and put on missing employee numbers. Once that has been 
completed I enter the time along with any personal time or sick time that is being used for that 
pay period. My total amount of time spent would be approximately 6-8 hours. It varies on how 
much time I spend to track down missing timesheets or getting information regarding time not 
listed on timesheets. For any manager that has been out and a replacement takes over I also 
complete a Temp out of Class form for the employee filling in for the manager. I also print out all 
schools summary sheets to double check all employees have been entered for time worked and 
then scan those sheets up to payroll. 
 
If you have any questions please let me know. 
 
Thanks 
Lori  
 


